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Abstract. Motivated by the recent increased interest in energy non-conserving models in
cosmology, we extend the analysis of the cosmological consequences of the Classical Channel
Model of Gravity (CCG). This model is based on the classical-quantum interaction between
a test particle and a metric (classical) and results in a theory with a modified Wheeler-deWitt
equation that in turn leads to non conservation of energy. We show that CCG applied to a
cosmological scenario with primordial matter leads to an emergent dark fluid that at late times
behaves as a curvature term in the Friedmann equations, showing that the late time behaviour
is always dominated by the vacuum solution. We discuss possible observational constraints
for this model and that – in its current formulation – CCG eludes any meaningful constraints
from current observations.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Ta 03.65.Yz 04.60.-m 98.80.Qc
1. Introduction
Much effort has devoted over several decades to unify quantum mechanics (QM) with general
relativity (GR). These two theories have been very successful in their own domains, but as
yet are not compatible with each other. Even though the universe on large scales is well
described by the classical Einstein equation there are still astrophysical and cosmological
regimes that evidently are in need of a quantum theory of gravity (at least in principle) to
be properly explained: the primordial singularity, inflation, black hole physics, among others.
The available techniques to study these problems (quantum field theory in curved space time),
while providing some insight, leave open questions that require a deeper understanding of the
interplay between QM and GR. Notwithstanding the existence of well known problems in
consistently combining quantum and classical dynamics [1], some authors have questioned if
gravity actually needs to be quantized [2, 3].
Recently attention has been drawn to the Classical Channel model of Gravity (CCG),
which proposes that gravity is purely classical, in the sense of being unable to transmit
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quantum information [4]. This model is based on the fact that any gravitational source
cannot be shielded; it is thus possible to always gain partial information of a source
via weak measurements [5]. CCG has been shown to yield similar consequences to
models of gravitational decoherence by Diosi and Penrose [6, 7], despite their fundamental
differences [8]. In CCG two quantum systems interact gravitationally via a sequence of
weak measurements and feedback that simulate the gravitational potential. The overall
dynamics is then given by a non-unitary Lindblad master equation, whose systematic (unitary)
term contains the gravitational potential and a decoherence term describing the noise in the
interaction, ensuring a classical information exchange that forbids entanglement.
CCG can be also be understood as model that enables quantum-classical interactions [9]
in the spirt of [10, 11]. In this context, two quantum systems interacting gravitationally
will generate a potential that is by assumption classical. It was shown, that in order to
maintain a density matrix with appropriate physical properties the noise should be added in
the quantum dynamics (and conversely in the classical potential). This noise term introduces
decoherence leading to a break in unitary dynamics. Non-unitary dynamics then appears in
general in the evolution of quantum systems interacting with an environment. Quantum-
classical interactions inducing non unitary dynamics have been studied in [12], and also
in the particular case of gravitational induced decoherence [13, 14] . On the other hand,
non unitary dynamics and fundamental decoherence have been found to govern dynamics
emergent from quantum gravity [15, 16] and yielded light in the resolution of the black hole
information paradox [17,18]. Finally, decoherence and non unitary dynamics have been used
to study emergent unitary evolution in quantum systems [19, 20]; these concepts are at the
core of collapse models [21] and could imply interesting observable consequences for the
universe [22]. Some consequences of the Newtonian CCG model have been the subject of a
number of recent investigations [4, 8, 23, 24].
Recently [9], it has been shown that the CCG model applied to the cosmological scenario
leads to an emergent dark fluid as a consequence of the non conservation of energy given by
the modification of quantum dynamics. In this context, CCG postulates that the metric is
sourced by a quantum scale factor and its conjugate momentum whilst a quantum test particle
will move according to geodesics given by a classical emergent metric. An observer unaware
of the quantum nature of the underlying degrees of freedom will describe the universe by a
metric given by a modification of the Wheeler-deWitt equation.
The analysis in [9] was restricted to the study of CCG in the context of an empty universe
with the aim of understanding in depth the emergent dark fluid. However if CCG is to
be regarded as the fundamental description of classical gravity it is then also fundamental
in describing the interplay between gravity and matter. This paper is the first attempt in
investigating this aspect of CCG: we consider a universe filled with dust, which serves as
the effective stress-energy of some primordial weakly interacting matter. Even though dust
is not the most general matter source, this paper sheds light on the interplay of matter with a
universe dominated by quantum variables that is still fully classical for any observer. For the
analysis, we choose to adopt a model in which all the noise is in the scale factor (similar to
the description presented in [9]); the primordial dust acts as a spectator, modifying the initial
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Hamiltonian governing the equations of motion of the scale factor. This is not the only option
nor is it the most general, and we will discuss other possibilities for how to treat the primordial
dust in the concluding section of our paper.
In this paper we analyze the behaviour of both the emergent fluid and the primordial
perfect fluid focusing on the differences with respect to the empty universe model [9].
Extending this study, we provide an improved description of the emergent dark fluid and
find that it can be characterized as emergent curvature in the universe.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we introduce the basic notions of the CCG
model and how to couple it with a dust fluid. In Sec. 3 we derive the equations of motion
for our system and give a discussion about the conservation of the Hamiltonian. Section 4 is
devoted to the results, where we present the behaviour for the scale factor, the emergent fluid
and the behaviour and consequences of the primordial dust. We conclude this work in sections
5 and 6, giving a discussion about the observable consequences of CCG and future directions.
Appendix A and Appendix B contain the relevant notation for our work, a derivation of the
Hamiltonian and the relation with quantities used in this work with the physical observable
quantities.
2. Model and strategy
We consider an empty, homogeneous and isotropic universe described by the FRW metric:
ds2 = −N2dt2d + a2p(td)
(
dr2
1− kr2 + r
2dΩ
)
, (1)
where N is the lapse function, ap(td) is the scale factor, k is the spatial curvature, and td is
the proper time associated with a fluid filling the universe. The action for a spacetime filled
with a pressureless perfect fluid (or dust) is:
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
(
1
2κ
R− ρ
)
, (2)
where g is the determinant of the metric gµν , R is the Ricci scalar, ρ the energy density of the
fluid and κ = 8piGc−4. The dust fluid is characterized by its energy momentum tensor
T abd = ρU
a
dU
b
d , U
a
d =
(
∂
∂td
)a
, (3)
where Uad is the four velocity of the dust. The dynamics of the fluid are determined by the
conservation of the stress-energy
∇a T abd = 0 . (4)
Eqs.(3) and (4) allow as to write the energy density as a function of the scale factor
ρ(td) =
ρ0p
ap(td)3
, (5)
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where ρ0p is the energy density at a reference time t0 such that ap(t0) = 1 . In Appendix B we
find that the Hamiltonian associated with (2) is
H = N
(
−p
2
4
− ka2 + ρ0a
)
, (6)
where a and p are associated with the physical scale factor ap and its conjugate momentum
by Eqs. (B.7) and we have set c = 1.
The standard procedure in quantum cosmology is to canonically quantize the degrees
of freedom a and p and solve the Wheeler-deWitt equation HˆΨ(aˆ, ρ) = 0 for the wave
function of the universe Ψ(aˆ, ρ). This process is the quantum analog of imposing the classical
Hamiltonian constraintH = 0, which indeed reduces to the first Friedman equation. Note that
the Wheeler-deWitt equation can be reformulated in terms of the density matrix % associated
with the wave function Ψ as
d%ˆ
dτ
= − i
~
[Hˆ, %] . (7)
As described in detail in [9], CCG applied to cosmology induces a noise term in Eq.(7)
yielding a master equation
d%ˆ
dτ
= − i
~
[Hˆ, %ˆ]− γ
8
[aˆ2, [aˆ2, %ˆ]] , (8)
that fully describes the dynamics. The second term in the master equation characterizes a
quantum noise experienced by the scale factor due to its continuous weak interactions with
a bath of hidden particles, and it is controlled by a strength parameter γ (a full derivation of
these equations for cosmology was first presented in [9] and details concerning the relation
between γ and the decoherence parameter can be found in Appendix B.1).
In spirit, CCG changes ordinary unitary quantum dynamics by adding a decoherence
term. As discussed in the introduction, such terms are generic for the evolution of open
systems and for theories considering classical-quantum interactions. CCG is strongly based
on the premise that any gravitational system is necessarily an open system and continuously
interacting via weak quantum measurements due to the impossibility of gravitational shielding
[5,25]. The first investigation of CCG in the context of quantum cosmology indicated that the
effect of (8) is to induce a perfect fluid for classical observers unaware of quantum noise [9].
To understand this statement better, note that any classical observer will be unaware of the
underlying quantum noise in the scale factor. They will therefore describe the dynamics of
the universe following the Einstein equations
Gab = Rab − 1
2
Rgab = κT ab , (9)
where T ab is the classical energy-momentum tensor inferred from measurements of the
behaviour of the classical scale factor ap by this observer, who describes spacetime using
the FRW metric
ds2c = a
2
p(τ)
(
−dτ 2 + dr
2
1− kr2 + r
2dΩ2
)
, (10)
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since CCG does not modify either the conformal coordinates or the symmetries of the
spacetime. The observed scale factor is computed using
a2p =
〈
aˆ2p
〉
= Tr(aˆ2p%ˆ) , (11)
upon solving the master equation (8). Note that if the Wheeler-deWitt equation (7) was instead
used, we would obtain from (11) the Friedmann equations with the energy density defined in
(5). The change in quantum dynamics due to (8) implies we should expect to obtain different
behaviour for ap than would otherwise be obtained using (7). A classical observer, necessarily
using the Einstein Equations (9), will still obtain the Friedman Equations but with a different
stress-energy T ab. The conservation of T ab and Eq. (11) are enough to fully characterize the
resultant classical perfect fluid. As discussed in Appendix B.2 the scale factor ap is related to
a via a = ap
√
3V0/κ and thus the observed scale factor ap is related to the quantities involved
in Eq. (8) as a = ap
√
3V0/κ, where V0 is a fiducial volume as discussed in Appendix B. Our
plots will show quantities related to a and when necessary we will comment on the relation
with the observed scale factor ap.
3. Equations of motion
In order to find the equations of motion we make use of the formula
〈
Aˆ
〉
= Tr(Aˆ%ˆ) together
with the master equation (8) to find:
d 〈aˆ〉
dτ
= −〈pˆ〉
2
c2 , (12)
d 〈pˆ〉
dτ
= 2k 〈aˆ〉 − ρ0 , (13)
d 〈aˆ2〉
dτ
= −〈pˆaˆ+ aˆpˆ〉
2
c2 , (14)
d 〈pˆ2〉
dτ
= 2k 〈pˆaˆ+ aˆpˆ〉+ γ ~2 〈aˆ2〉− 2ρ0 〈pˆ〉 (15)
d 〈pˆaˆ+ aˆpˆ〉
dτ
= −c2 〈pˆ2〉+ 4k 〈aˆ2〉− 2ρ0 〈aˆ〉 . (16)
These five equations form a closed coupled system of differential equations. By comparing
with the equations of motion found in [9] we note that the presence of dust in the background
couples Eqs.(14)-(16) with Eqs.(12)-(13). Nevertheless, Eqs.(14)-(16) decouple from each
other at third order:
〈
aˆ2
〉′′′
+ 4kc2
〈
aˆ2
〉′ − γ~2c4
2
〈
aˆ2
〉
= −3
2
c4ρ0 〈pˆ〉 , (17)〈
pˆ2
〉′′′
+ 4kc2
〈
pˆ2
〉′ − γ~2c4
2
〈
pˆ2
〉
= ρ0γ ~2c2 〈aˆ〉 , (18)〈
Γˆ
〉′′′
+ 4kc2
〈
Γˆ
〉′
− γ~
2c4
2
〈
Γˆ
〉
= 3c2ρ0(2k 〈aˆ〉 − ρ0) , (19)
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where we have renamed aˆpˆ+ pˆaˆ = Γˆ and make use of the notation d/dτ = ′.
In the next section we shall present the solutions to these equations and analyze the
various resulting behaviours. However, before doing so, we first analyze the behaviour of the
Hamiltonian operator in our model. From the system of equations (12)-(16) we find that
d
〈
Hˆ
〉
dτ
= −γ
4
(c~)2
〈
aˆ2
〉
, (20)
which is only equal to zero if γ = 0. Note that the Wheeler-DeWitt equation will indeed
conserve the quantity
〈
Hˆ
〉
since the Hamiltonian operator commutes with itself at all times.
If
〈
Hˆ
〉
is regarded as a measure of the classical energy emergent from a quantum theory of
gravity, we see that CCG predicts the existence of additional energy. In this sense it is another
example of energy non-conservation theories as unimodular gravity (see [26] and references
therein) that might present interesting observable consequences [9, 22]. We emphasize that
any observer unaware of the quantum nature of spacetime and describing its dynamics via the
Einstein equations will see this extra energy manifest as a dark energy fluid.
4. Results
In this section we present the result of our analysis, in particular for the scale factor and the
emergent dark energy fluid due to the modification of the Wheeler-DeWitt equation (8). To
this end we are going to solve for the scale factor a =
√〈a2〉 in conformal time τ using
the coupled system of equations (17)-(18) and convert to proper time t using the relation
a(τ)dτ = dt. Note that for ρ0 = 0 the solution for the scale factor can be written as [9]
a2 =
3∑
i=1
Ai exp(ωiτ) , (21)
where the coefficients Ai depend on the initial conditions, k and γ, and where the
characteristic equation
ω3i + 4kc
2ωi − γ~
2c4
2
= 0 (22)
yields the solution for ωi.
In our case, because the system of equations is inhomogeneous, our solution for the scale
factor will be the homogenous solution plus a particular solution of (17)
a2 =
3∑
i
A
(k)
i exp(ωiτ)
+
{
− 3
γ
ρ20τ + 3
p0ρ0
γ
, k = 0
3A˜ cos(
√
kτ)− B˜ 3√
k
sin(
√
kτ), k = ±1 (23)
where we have used units where c = ~ = 1 and
A˜ =
ρ0
36k3 + γ2
(12k2a0 + γp0 − 6kρ0) , (24)
B˜ =
ρ0
36k3 + γ2
(6k2p0 − 2a0kγ + γρ0) . (25)
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Figure 1. Evolution of the scale factor in comoving time for k = 0 (left), k = 1 (middle ) and
k = −1 (right). We show results for coherent states with minimal uncertainty, varying ρ0 (top)
and γ (bottom). In all cases we find that the late time behaviour asymptotes to linear growth;
for k = 1 the universe is oscillatory at early times that are dominated by small γ and/or large
ρ0.
Here A(k)i = A
(k)
i [k, γ, a0, p0, ρ0, a20, p20,Γ0] is a function of the physical parameters and
initial conditions, where a0 = 〈aˆ〉 (0), p0 = 〈pˆ〉 (0), a20 = 〈aˆ2〉 (0), p20 = 〈pˆ2〉 (0) and
Γ0 =
〈
Γˆ
〉
(0). The initial conditions must be chosen in such a way that the uncertainty
principle holds(〈
aˆ2
〉− 〈aˆ〉2)(〈pˆ2〉− 〈pˆ〉2) ≥ (1
2
〈
Γˆ
〉
− 〈aˆ〉 〈pˆ〉
)2
+
1
4
. (26)
In the sequel we choose to work with a0 = p0 = γ0 = 0, p20 = 1 and choose a20 = 1/4 in
order to saturate the uncertainty principle. This states are called coherent states with minimum
uncertainty.
4.1. Scale Factor
In this section we present the results for the behaviour of the scale factor under the classical
channel gravity when varying γ and ρ0 for the three different values of k. In figure 1 we depict
the scale factor a as a function of proper time for fixed γ (first row) and ρ0 (second row).
We find for k = 1 that the early time behaviour of the scale factor is dominated by
oscillations that become sharper for small γ or large ρ0. At late times, the scale factor behaves
linearly in t in all cases, suggesting an exponential expansion as a function of conformal
time. The characteristic equation (22) always admits a positive real root for any positive value
of γ and indeed the solution associated with this root dominates the homogeneous solution.
The behaviour of the three different frequencies as a function of gamma is shown in Fig 2.
Showing in solid lines the pure real root and in dashed the real part of complex roots.
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Figure 2. Behaviour of the roots of the characteristic equation (22) for the three different
values of k. For all cases the characteristic equation admits a positive real root (solid, blue
line). In dashed lines we show the real part of the imaginary solutions and for the cases k = 0
and k = 1 it coincides for both roots ω1 and ω2 (dashed green line – Note that the orange
dashed curve is superposed). For the case k = −1 the characteristic equation admits two
negative real solutions for γ < 6. The fact that there always exists a positive real solution
means that for late time the scale factor will be dominated by this solution.
In addition, for k = 0 and k = 1 the inhomogeneous solution is subdominant at late
times since it grows either linearly or oscillates respectively. The case k = −1 is different:
the inhomogeneous solution is exponential in conformal time ∼ exp τ . This inhomogeneous
solution competes with the exponential growth of the homogenous part. However, the
rightmost diagram in Fig. 2 shows that the real root for k = −1 is always bigger than 2, which
implies an exponential growth of at least∼ exp 2τ . This analysis shows that for all curvatures
the homogenous part of the solution for the scale factor dominates the late time behaviour and
thus the late time universe predicted by the classical channel model with matter will behave
comparably to the previously studied empty case [9].
This translates into linear behaviour of the scale factor as a function of comoving time,
which in turn indicates a curvature dominated universe. Indeed, for k = 0 there exists one
positive real root of the characteristic equation (22) (ω1 shown in Fig. 2 with solid lines) while
the other two are complex roots with real part negative (dashed lines). This means that for
late conformal times we can write
a2(τ) = A(0)1 exp(ω1τ) , (27)
which yields a scale factor in proper time
a(t) =
ω1
2
t , (28)
where ω1 = 0.793(γ~2c4)1/3. By use of the Friedmann equation H2 = κ3ρ(t), where
H = a˙/a (and the dot denotes the derivative with respect to comoving time t), we realize that
ρ(t) ∝ a−2 which is equivalent to a universe dominated by a positive effective curvature like
fluid (Keff = ω21/4). From now on, when we refer to Keff we mean at the level of Friedmann
equations — the topology of spacelike surfaces does not change and is fixed by k. This
also implies that for late times the equation of state parameter w, defined as P = wρ, is
w = −1/3. One can see this with use of the second Friedmann equation ρ˙+ 3H(P + ρ) = 0
and the fact that ρ(t) ∝ a−2. We will make a deeper analysis of the equation of state in
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the next section. Note that because of the exponential behaviour of Eq. (27) the expression
(28) for the observed scale factor as a function of the observed proper time tp is the same i.e.
ap =
ω1
2
tp — see Appendix B for details.
4.2. Emergent Dark Fluid
For an classical observer unable to access the quantum nature of the scale factor, the universe
will be described by Einstein equations
Gab(ap) = κTab , (29)
where Gab is the Einstein tensor and Tab is the energy momentum tensor. As noted above,
because CCG does not break the homogenous and isotropic symmetries the effective metric
for the observer is still of the form (10) while the energy momentum tensor is the one
associated with a perfect fluid
T ab = (ρ+ P )UaU b + Pgab , (30)
where ρ is the energy density, P the pressure, Ua = ( ∂
∂t
)a the 4-velocity of the fluid and
gab the metric. On the other hand, a perfect fluid can be characterized by its equation of
state w defined as P = wρ. The Einstein equations guarantee the conservation of the energy
momentum tensor∇aT ab = 0 and reducing the the two Friedman equations
H2u +
k
a2
=
κ
3
ρ , (31)
ρ˙− 3Hρ(1 + w) = 0 , (32)
where Hu = a˙a is the fiducial Hubble parameter. The above equations can be solved to find
ρ(t) =
3
κ
(
a˙2 + k
a2
)
, (33)
w(t) = − 1
3
(
1 + 2
a¨a
a˙2 + k
)
. (34)
Note that Eqs. (31)-(34) are for the fiducial quantities and the expression for the physical
quantities can be read of Table A1. In particular we have that w = wp where wp is the
physical observed equation of state. As previously advertised in the last section, for late times
the scale factor grows linearly with time, and so has a¨ = 0 and a˙ = α = constant, reducing
the above equations to
ρ =
3
κ
1
a2
(α2 + k) , w = −1
3
. (35)
We illustrate the behaviour of the equation of state as a function of comoving time for all
values of k and different values of ρ0 in Fig. 3 (first row) where we see the late time asymptote
to w = −1/3 for all cases. This implies that the first Friedman equation (31) can be written
as
H2u −
1
a2
(k + α2) = 0 , (36)
giving a universe dominated by curvature with an effective curvature constant Keff = 2k+α2.
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Figure 3. Behaviour of the equation of state (top) and Keff (bottom) for the three different
topologies. For large times the equation of state converges to the value −1/3 making the
universe to be dominated by curvature. The value of the curvature parameter is shown in
the bottom part and it does not depend on the value of ρ0. This is because for late time the
scale factor is dominated by the homogenous solution that is where the effect of CCG is much
stronger than the initial matter content. The case k = −1 is the only case that admits a change
in sign of Keff , Keff = 0 (effectively flat - empty universe) can be fine tuned for γ ∼ 25.
We emphasize that this curvature domination is at the level of the Friedmann equations;
Keff does not change the topology of the universe. For k = 0 and k = 1 the effective curvature
is always positive. For k = −1 the universe could be hyperbolic if α2 < 2. In the second row
of Fig. 3 we present Keff for the three different values of k as a function of γ. As expected,
Keff is insensitive to the value of ρ0 and it is consistent with the analysis that at late times the
homogenous part of the solution of the scale factor dominates.
4.2.1. Separation As outlined in Sec. 4.2 the classical emergent fluid is composed of a
purely emergent part due to CCG and a part due to the primordial dust T abd . Here we outline
the strategy for analyzing the classical perfect fluid T ab and how the primordial dust T abd
affects it.
To this end, note that in CCG the comoving time t is defined a posteriori once we have
solved Eq. (8) for the scale factor a. Also note that t is in general different from the proper
time td of the primordial dust. These two coordinates are respectively defined as
a(τ)dτ = dt , a(τ)dτ = dtd , (37)
where a(τ) is the scale factor entering in Eq. (5) and a(τ) is the solution of Eq. (11). With
these definitions we can write the energy-momentum tensor of the dust defined by Eq. (3) in
terms of the classical scale factor a and its associated comoving time
T abd = ρU
a
dU
b
d = ρ
a2
a2
UaU b = ρN U
aU b Ua =
(
∂
∂t
)a
, (38)
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where ρN = ρ a
2
a2
and Ua is the four-velocity of the classical fluid T ab. We are now interested
in whether the dust energy-momentum tensor defined with the previous equation is conserved
or not. The divergence of T abd in terms of the covariant derivative associated with the metric
(10) yields
∇aT abd =
dρN
dt
− 3HuρN = ρ a
a2
(
d a
d td
− da
dt
)
. (39)
The right-hand side of (39) is generically non-zero. Hence the original dust fluid T abd will not
be conserved in the classical observed spacetime.
In other words, CCG implies rather naturally a perfect fluid emergent from Eq. (8) that
we denote by T ab (since it is the perfect fluid a classical observer will detect) and that is
conserved under the covariant derivative associated with the metric (10). This emergent fluid
has a component that is intrinsic to CCG and another contribution from the primordial dust
T abd . We have shown that we cannot treat T
ab
d as a conserved disjoint fluid but we can still
describe its properties using
T ab = T abD + T
ab
d , (40)
where T ab was studied in the previous section and T abd is defined by equation (38). By use of
this equation we can write the relation between energy densities and pressures
ρ = ρD + ρo , P = PD , (41)
where ρo denotes the energy density of the primordial dust in the new coordinates (38)
ρo = ρ0
a2
a5
. (42)
In the last expression all the quantities are functions of the new comoving time t. Note that
a(τ) as a function of conformal time is the solution to a Friedman universe filled with dust
and thus
a(τ) =
κ
3
ρ0

sin(τ/2)2, k = 1
τ 2/4, k = 0
sinh(τ/2)2, k = −1
(43)
Since an observer in the universe will only infer from measurement one conserved fluid,
he/she will not be able to distinguish between the parts (ρd , ρo) that form it. Nevertheless,
as shown in Fig. 1 the presence of ρo imparts a quantitative difference to the evolution of the
universe as compared to the ρo = 0 case.
5. Discussions
Perhaps, the most striking feature of our CCG model with matter is the fact that if the
primordial dust is treated as a classical fluid, its influence in the universe will be washed
out for late times – where the decoherence (dominated by γ) takes over. An observer at late
times will be unable to discern whether or not the universe had some primordial classical
matter. On the other hand, the primordial fluid does not have the same consequences as
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dust has in classical General Relativity. As seen in Fig. 2 (top), the primordial dust makes
the universe expand faster, contrary to the intuition one has from GR – the dust makes the
universe contract. In CCG there is an interplay between the value of the primordial dust and
the decoherence parameter γ conspiring to produce such an effect. Note, however, that in
the limit where γ = 0 (which in turns correspond to a fully classical description) we recover
the Friedman equations with dust. Nonetheless, this is not fully satisfactory, since Friedman
evolution has been very well constrained by data [27], questioning the necessity to introduce
CCG in the first place.
This leaves open the question of how to include matter in the model. Phenomenologi-
cally, one could argue that the observed energy momentum tensor (30) is indeed composed
of cold dark matter and a cosmological constant plus a CCG contribution. The first Friedman
equation for the values today can be written as
1 = Ω0b + Ω
0
cdm + Ω
0
rad + Ω
0
Λ + Ω
0
k + Ω
0
CCG , (44)
where Ω0i =
ρi(t0)
ρ0c
for the respective baryon, cold dark matter, radiation, vacuum, curvature,
and CCG contributions, with ρ0c the value of the critical density today. Using the results for
the cosmological parameters given by Planck [27] we can constrain
0 ≤ Ω0k + Ω0CCG ≤ 0.001± 0.004 , (45)
In an universe where k = 0, since ap = ω12 tp for late times, this implies (upon use of
Friedmann equation) that ρCCG = 3ω21/(4κa
2
p), where ω1 = 0.7(~2c4γ)1/3. With this we
can write Eq. (45) as
Ωccg =
ω21
4(a0p)
2(H0p )
2
< 0.001 , (46)
where the superscript 0 denotes the values today. We finally find
γp < 0.1(a
0
pH
0
p )
3
(
V0
κ~c2
)2
∼ 10
66
m6s
V 20 . (47)
Taking the fiducial volume to be the order of the Hubble volume, one finds that γp < 10266!!.
This implies that present cosmological observations are far from ruling out this model.
Conversely, one could also conclude that the cosmological effects of the CCG model are
of negligible observational consequence.
Is this a game stopper? As discussed above there is still work to be done in trying to
understand how to include the presence of classical and quantum matter in CCG in a way that
i) is able to reproduce the strongly constrained behaviour of the ΛCDM model and ii) gives a
possible resolution to the unsolved problems of this standard model of cosmology.
6. Conclusion
We have studied the cosmological consequences of the CCG model in a universe containing
primordial dust. We found that for late times the homogenous solution dominates, meaning
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that the fundamental CCG modification is stronger than that of a primordial perfect fluid.
Extending the analysis in [9], we have furthermore found that the equation of state asymptotes
to w = −1/3, yielding a universe that is curvature-dominated, and computed the effective
‘curvature fluid’. This shows that the emergent dark fluid behaves as a curvature parameter in
the Einstein equations at late times.
More realistic extensions of this model would include incorporating both vacuum energy
and primordial radiation, which should correspond to the effective stress energy of the
elementary particles of the standard model. More generally one could add a conserved energy
momentum tensor representing different matter components of the universe, analyzing the
effect that each has on the evolution of the scale factor in the CCG context. Constrained by
current observations [27], the curvature of the observable universe is close to zero suggesting
that CCG modifications to Friedman equations must be small enough to i) predict a vacuum-
dominated universe and ii) give Ωk ∼ 0. Finally, it would be interesting to study CCG
in the context of theories of gravity that violate energy conservation to better understand
the observable consequences of CCG and construct a comparison background of theories of
modified gravity.
CCG is rooted in the idea that gravitational screening is not possible, and so implies that
spacetime has an irreducible amount of ‘noisy’ interaction with any form of stress-energy. In
the cosmological context we restrict this situation to that of a test particle interacting with a
classical potential (metric) that is sourced by fundamentally quantized degrees of freedom.
This modification of quantum mechanics has been extensively studied in a variety of different
situations [13–20], with a recent particular application to cosmology in [9, 22]. Whereas
previous attempts to study modifications of quantum mechanics in the cosmological context
have imposed this modification by hand, CCG attempts to construct from first principles a
modified Wheeler deWitt equation.
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Appendix A. Notation
Through this work we used different notations to indicate the difference between underlaying
physical quantities, observed physical quantities and fiducial quantities (that were defined af-
ter physical quantities for convenience):
Physical quantities: ap, pp, ρ0p.
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Table A1. Relation between physical, observed and fiducial quantities where η =
√
κ
3V0
.
Note that the time derivatives denoted by an upper dot are with respect of tp/t if applied to
physical/fiducial quantities.
Name Description Definition Properties
ap underlying scale factor
pp canonical conjugate momentum {ap, pp} = 1
aˆp scale factor operator
pˆi momentum density operator
pˆp physical momentum operator p =
∫
dV pi [aˆp, pˆp] = i~
γp physical decoherence parameter See (B.9)
ρ0p primordial dust
ap observed scale factor
√〈
aˆ2p
〉
tp observed comoving time apdτ = dtp
Hp observed Hubble parameter
a˙p
ap
H2p +
k
a2p
= κ
3
ρccg
ρccg observed dark energy density ρccg = 3κ(
a˙2p+k
a2p
)
wp observed equation of state Pccg = wpρccg wp =
ρ˙ccg
3Hpρccg
− 1
Ωccg
ρccgκ
3H2p
a fiducial scale factor ap/η
p fiducial momentum η pp {a, p} = 1
ρ0 fiducial primordial dust ρ0p η V0
aˆ fiducial scale factor operator aˆp/η
pˆ fiducial momentum operator pˆp η [aˆ, pˆ] = i~
γ fiducial decoherence parameter γp η4 See (B.10)
a fiducial observed scale factor ap/η
√〈aˆ2〉
t fiducial comoving time tp/η adτ = dt
Hu fiducial Hubble parameter η Hp a˙a
ρ fiducial dark energy density η2ρccg ρ = 3κ(
a˙2+k
a2 )
w fiducial equation of state w = wp wp = ρ˙3Hρ − 1
Observed quantities: ap, γp, tp, Hp, ρCCG, wp,ΩCCG.
Fiducial quantities: a, p, ρ0, aˆ, pˆ,a, t, γ,Hu, ρ, w.
The relation between the fiducial quantities and the physical and observed quantities is
summarized in Table A1.
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Appendix B. Physical quantities and Hamiltonian density
From the action of GR with a fluid
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
R
2κ
− ρp
]
, (B.1)
and the metric
ds2 = a2p[n
2(τ)dτ 2 +
dr2√
1− kr2 + r
2dθ2 + r2 sin2(θ)dφ2] , (B.2)
we can compute the Lagrangian density
L = 3a
2
pn(τ)k
κ
− 3a
′2
p
n(τ)κc2
− ρpa4pn(τ) , (B.3)
where we have denoted ap and ρp the physical scale factor and physical matter and a′p denotes
derivative with respect to the conformal time. In order to compute the Hamiltonian density
we define the momentum density as
pi =
∂L
∂a′p
= − 6a
′
p
n(τ)κc2
, (B.4)
and we obtain
H = pi a′p − L = −
pi2κc2
12
− 3a
2
pk
κ
− ρpa4p . (B.5)
Upon defining the physical momentum pp =
∫
pid3x we can compute the Hamiltonian for the
system
H = −p
2
pκc
2
12V0
− 3a
2
pkV0
κ
− ρpapV0 , (B.6)
where V0 =
∫
d3x is a fiducial volume which in the coordinates we have chosen is V0 =∫
r2√
1−kr2 sin(θ)drdθdφ. To obtain the Hamiltonian (6) we rescale the scale factor and the
momentum in the following way
a =
√
3V0
κ
ap , p =
√
κ
3V0
pp . (B.7)
Note that with this definitions a and p are still canonical conjugate variables since their
Poisson bracket is equal to one. Finally, we have also rescaled ρ0 = ρ0p
√
κV0/3 to find
H = −p
2c2
4
− ka2 + ρ0a . (B.8)
Appendix B.1. Quantization and Master equation
Since the variables a and p are canonically conjugate their conmutator is [a, p] = i~. However,
the modification of the Wheeler deWitt occurs in physical space
d%ˆ
dτ
= − i
~
[Hˆ(ap, pp), %ˆ]− γp
8
[aˆ2p, [aˆ
2
p, %ˆ]] , (B.9)
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where γp is the decoherence parameter which has units of 1/T . Upon normalization of the
quantities we can write the master equation as
d%ˆ
dτ
= − i
~
[Hˆ(a, p), %ˆ]− γ
8
[aˆ2, [aˆ2, %ˆ]] , (B.10)
where γ = γp κ
2
9V 20
. Eq. (B.10) is the master equation we employ in this paper.
Appendix B.2. Observed physical quantities
As discussed in the introduction the observed scale factor of an observer unaware of the
underlying quantum mechanism will be
ap ≡
√〈
aˆ2p
〉
. (B.11)
On the other hand we will compute all quantities and show plots of quantities involving a
which is related with ap via Eq. (B.7). This implies that is
a ≡
√
〈aˆ2〉 =
√
3V0
κ
ap . (B.12)
Upon solving the system of equations (17)–(19) we will get an expression for a(τ) and we
will use the relation a(τ)dτ = dt to find the functional form of a(t). With this relations we
also find that the observed proper time is
tp ≡
∫
ap(τ)dτ =
√
κ
3V0
t . (B.13)
Note that in the case where a(τ) ∝ exp(ωτ) (we find this behaviour for late times in CCG
regardless of the value of k) we have a(t) = ap(tp) with no explicit dependence in V0 of
the observed scale factor. Nonetheless, the time t¯ after which the behaviour of a is well
approximated by a linear function implies that the observed scale factor is well approximated
by the same linear function only for tp > t¯p =
√
κ
3V0
t¯.
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